Case Study

50%

50% of referred customers come
via Mention Me’s unique namesharing function

“In just six months, we’ve
gained invaluable insight
into our customer base
and generated some
great results. We’re
looking forward to
running more split tests
across our future
campaigns to tap further
into our customers’
everyday conversations
and cover even more
pets.”
Vicki James
CRM MANAGER
Animal Friends

How one of the UK’s largest pet
insurers optimised referrals with A/B
testing.
Animal Friends Pet Insurance acquires more than
1,200 new customers in six months via new referral
channel.
Background
Founded in 1998, Animal Friends Pet Insurance is an award-winning
business covering more than 900,000 pets and working with charities to
improve the lives of animals worldwide. It’s committed to providing cat, dog
and horse insurance cover with a quality of service that’s remembered and
recommended.
But, until December 2018, it didn’t have a referral programme in place to
capitalise on customers’ recommendations and word-of-mouth
conversations with friends.
Animal Friends partnered with Mention Me to reward customer advocacy
and grow its customer base by establishing a referral channel it could track
and optimise for maximum performance.

12%

The average order value of
referred customers is 12%
higher than non-referred
customers

Discovering the highest-performing incentives
To better understand how to engage customers and boost its referral share
rate, Animal Friends ran its first A/B test just 10 days after launching its referral
channel.
The first six months revealed a number of interesting findings. It highlighted, for
example, that Animal Friends customers are more incentivised by the prospect
of giving to friends than getting for themselves. Indeed, the insurance provider’s
most powerful incentive to date is a donation to animal charities.

To build upon this insight and delve deeper into optimising campaigns,
Animal Friends is planning further split tests within winning categories, as
well as throughout its customer journey. Planned tests to roll out include
creative specific to different types of pet owners (such as dogs or cats) and
time-limited promotions.

Get in touch
Discover how Mention Me
could supercharge your
referral programme.
hello@mention-me.com
+44 203 813 4460

Results
•
•
•
•

More than 1,200 new sign-ups within six months of launching referral
programme
29% of referred friends became Animal Friends customers during peak
months
Orders placed by referred customers are on average 12% higher in value
than other orders
50% of referred customers come via name-sharing, Animal Friends’ most
popular method of referral.

